
Laboration 2 in

Experimental Methodology

Introduction

In the windows 95 LOGIN meny enter

username: expmet
password: *****

Start MATLAB and add the path

> path(path,’g:\expmet\lab2’)

to the working environment.



1: One-dimensional discrete signals

i) We start by loading the signal into the MATLAB environment. The signal we will look at has
been detected using a ultrasound sensor. An original pulse is first transmitted and the sensor will
measure the reflected echoes. The measured sampled signal will be stored in a file (here named
‘ultrasig’) on the host computer in floating point representation, and the proper way to load such
a raw format file is applying the low level input commands (seehelp iofun)

> % Do not execute these commands. Example only.
> fid = fopen(‘ultrasig’,’r’)
> sig = fread(fid,[1 4096],’float’);
> fclose(fid)

where the MATLAB variablesig would then contain the discrete signal.

However, there is a problem with the raw representation if you move data from a UNIX ma-
chine to a PC, or the opposite way around. This has to do with the different computer’s internal
representation. The most convenient data representation when using MATLAB is the internal
*.mat format. Load the signal with the command (seehelp iofun)

> load ultrasig

The MATLAB variablesig now contains the discrete ultrasound signal. View the signal with

> plot(sig)

Figure 1: The ultrasound measurement model
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The continuous-time ultrasound signal has been sampled with  [s], i.e. the time
between consecutive samples is 5 nanoseconds. To see the correct time scale we create the vec-
tor

> time = 0:5e-9:4095*5e-9;
> plot(time,sig)

ii) Now we will study the sampled signal in the frequency domain. We will here only work with
the first echo so we apply a window operation on the original signal, i.e. we multiply all data,
outside the region of support for the first echo, by zero.

> echo1 = zeros(size(sig));
> echo1(1800:2200) = sig(1800:2200);
> plot(time,echo1)

Figure 2: Windowed signal

We create and study the DFT spectrum  with the commands (seehelp fft)

> f1 = fft(echo1);
> spect = abs(f1(1:2048));
> plot(spect)

Thek-valuemaxpos corresponding to the maximum value ofspect can be determined with

> [maxval,maxpos] = max(spect)

What is the dominant frequency in the original continuous-time signal? Remember that
 corresponds to .
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iii) One important parameter in the measured signal is the difference in arrival time between
consecutive echoes. To determine the time lag between echo 1 and echo 2 we create a new win-
dowed signal

> echo2 = zeros(size(sig));
> echo2(2400:2800) = sig(2400:2800);
> plot(time,echo1,’b’,time,echo2,’r’)

The time lag between echo 1 (blue signal) and echo 2 (red signal) is conveniently found using
correlation analysis. The cross correlation between two real-valued discrete signals  and

 is defined as

and can be performed in MATLAB as stated above (seehelp xcorr). We will, however, perform
the operation in the frequency domain instead with the operations

> f2 = fft(echo2);
> x = abs(ifft(f2.*conj(f1)));
> plot(time,x)

Theτ-valuelag corresponding to the correlation maximum can be found as before with

> [maxval,lag] = max(x)

The time difference between arrival time for echo 1 and echo 2 is thuslag*5.0e-9. We can check
the actual overlapping with the commands

> plot(sig(1800:2200),’b’); hold on
> plot(sig(1800+lag:2200+lag),’r’); hold off

Now determine the difference in arrival time between echo 1 and echo 3.
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2: Two-dimensional discrete signals

In this exercise we will work with an actual measured image. Load (and view) the imagecircle
(it is of size  and in the raw formatuchar).

> fid = fopen(‘circle’,’r’)
> im= fread(fid,[512 512],’uchar’);
> fclose(fid)
> colormap(gray(256))
> imagesc(im)

The MATLAB matrix im now contains the discrete 2-D signal. This image is a so called inter-
ferogram and it depicts the interference pattern formed when a steel ball is held in contact with
a glass disc. Interferograms such as this can be used to determine the shape of objects (in this
case the steel ball).

One processing step during the evaluation of interferograms such as this is to apply a model-
based filter. In order to (automatically) design the filter we need to know the coordinates for the
centre point of the concentric circles.

Figure 1: The interferometry image circle ( marks the centre points).

The task here is to implement a MATLAB function[i0,j0] = centrepoint(Im)  that is given an
input interferogramIm and returns the centre point coordiantes(i0 , j0). The processing will in-
volve several steps and they are all outlined below.
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i) Form an image  (i.e subtract the global mean value from the image
using the functionmean2) and the form a thresholded image

ii) Form a filtered imageFim by applying a 9x9 median filter onTim (use the MATLAB func-
tion medfilt2).

iii) Now we will perform a skeletonSim of the binary imageFim. Printhelp bwmorph to look
at MATLAB’s morphology operators. It might seem obvious that we should use the option
‘skel’  in this case, but use‘thin’ instead, which is more appropriate for our purposes (read the
help text and figure out why). Also useN = Inf.

When using the MATLAB morphology operators always typecast the result by usingdouble(.),
(e.g.out = double(bwmorph(in,...))) to avoid problems with different datatypes.

iv) Now we have a skeletonSim which includes our interesting circles, but also a lot of ‘clutter’
around the circles. We will have to isolate the circles and will use the following strategy:

1) The MATLAB functionbwlabel will find all connected objects (in our case lines, possibly
bifurcated) in the imageSim and return an image (call itLim) where all detected objects have
been assigned an individual integer value {1,2,...,max_value}.

2) The Euler number for an binary image is defined as “the total number of connected objects
in the image minus the total number of holes in these objects”. For an image containing only
one object, one of our circles, the Euler number should of course beone (object) - one (hole) =
zero. We can determine the Euler number for all objects in our labelled imageLim by forming
(and testing) the set of imagesTim = (Lim==l), l = {1,2,...,max_value}. The Euler number for
a specific imageTim is found with the MATLAB functionbweuler. Form a new binary image
Cim consisting of the sum of all imagesTim with Euler number zero.

v) Now we have an imageCim that consists of a number of concentric circles (in reality we
could of course have remaining ‘clutter’ and would have to perform more tests, but we will not
do that here). Now we wish to determine the centre point of the set of circles. This is how we
do it:

1) Usebwlabel on the binary imageCim to get labelled circles (that can be processed one by
one, like in the last part). Call this imageLim2.
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2) The equation for a circle can be written

where  are the coordinates for the circle centre andR is the circle radius. By using the
partial derivatives

it is possible to construct a linear least-squares problem involving a discrete set ofm circle co-
ordinate pairs . The linear systemMa = v becomes

whereM is amx3 matrix andv is anm long column vector. The solution is given by
a = (MtM)-1(Mtv) where the vector a is given by

from which  andR can be determined.

To form the matrix system for a certain circle (with labell) in the imageLim2 it is convenient
to use the command[X,Y] = find(Lim2==l) . This will give column vectors X =
(i.e. all circle coordinates in theI-dimension) and Y =  (i.e. all circle coordinates
in theJ-dimension.

Determine the circle centre coordinate pairs  for alll circles inLim2 and return the me-
dian values (i.e.i0 = median[ ] andj0 = median[ ]).
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